GOLDEN EYE

Lancôme’s new golden palette has
already achieved cult status backstage
at Paris Fashion Week thanks to Tom
Pecheux. For Anthony Vaccarello’s
S/S16 show the make-up maestro
created the most classically beautiful
smoky eye using all three gold shades
on models’ lids, with a smoky lash line
(left). “Sophisticated, polished but in a
natural way. Subtle luxury,” was Tom’s
take on the look.

Lancôme Anthony Vaccarello Eyeshadow
Palette in Golden Black, £38, exclusive to
lancome.co.uk

It’s Magic

BEAUTY

DRY TIME

Anything that shaves precious
minutes off my morning beauty
routine without compromising my
finished look automatically wins
me over. BaByliss has a well-earned
reputation for creating high street
hair gadgets that come as close as
possible to the quality and power
of professional tools – but at a
fraction of the cost. The new 3Q
hairdryer is no exception and it
not only dries hair fast, I find that it
helps fight the frizz, too. One to
put on your Christmas wish list.

BEAUTY
INSIDER
Some beauty buys are so good they achieve
well-deserved cult status. Here, HELLO!’s
beauty editor reveals her favourites

SLEEPING BEAUTY

The best night creams go on rich and
soothing, then sink in as you sleep, leaving
skin plumper. My favourite high street buy
is Olay Regenerist 3 Point Night Cream,
£19.99, from Boots. To make the most of
it, apply with the help of A-list facialist
Anastasia Achilleos’s Anti-Ageing Face
Massage video. Find it at hello.com by
typing Anastasia into the search engine.

BaByliss 3Q Dryer, £119.99, from
Boots, or visit babyliss.co.uk.

COMPILED BY NADINE BAGGOTT

Charlotte Tilbury’s done it again
with her Magic Foundation, this
time created to give maximum
coverage to mask all manner
of imperfections, from redness
and breakouts to uneven
pigmentation. Take a look at the
brilliant “before and afters” on
her Instagram @ctilburymakeup,
where she covers birthmarks,
under-eye circles and even
sallowness on an older skin. Is it
any wonder so many celebrities
call her their make-up maven?
Charlotte Tilbury Magic
Foundation £29.50, in 12
shades; visit charlottetilbury.com

Brow wow wow

• For more beauty insider advice and news follow
Nadine on Twitter and Instagram @nadinebaggott

Take your time to master the new
Wunderbrow 1-Step Brow Gel, £19.95,
from Boots. Available in four shades, the
secret is to apply it in fine, small strokes.
Once you have cracked it, you will have
perfect, natural-looking brows that stay in
place for up to three days.
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